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the original mortal kombat was released for the ps1 in 1992 and was the first fighting game to use
digitized likenesses of real actors. while the gameplay was deep and memorable, the characters

looked goofy. mortal kombat ii changed all that with its new character models and better graphics.
the new models were more detailed and, most importantly, made the characters look like they

belonged in the universe the series was set in, though the character designs were still a bit goofy.
mortal kombat iii returned to the more cartoonish characters, but finally the series was looking and
sounding more like a video game than a saturday morning cartoon. mortal kombat 4 was a return to
form, with a well-developed character roster and a few great new fatalities. the game even offered a
glimpse at the very first mortal kombat spinoff, mortal kombat: special forces. despite being a solid
game, it wasnt as memorable as its predecessors. mortal kombat was a radical departure from the

established conventions of the arcade fighting game genre. mortal kombat 2 built on the premise of
the first game and added a story mode and a few new features that gave the game a level of

interactivity and excitement that many fighting game fans had never seen before. mortal kombat 3
took the series to another level with the introduction of the dreamcast, the first console to truly

utilize 3d graphics. the game gave players a whole new perspective on the fighting genre. mortal
kombat 4 expanded the combat, allowing players to choose from a roster of 12 characters, as well as

have their own fatalities added to the game. mortal kombat 4 is the best mortal kombat game and
one of the best fighting games of all time.
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the story is one of the biggest reasons why mortal kombat is a favorite among fighting game fans.
it's also one of the best fighting game story lines in history. mortal kombat 4 has many, many great
stories. they're all tied together by the story of the series. however, mk4 was a hard game to pick
up. most of the new characters lacked any individual personalities, and none of the fatalities were

cool enough to make them stand out. the characters' fighting styles were also hard to grasp. one of
the greatest features of mortal kombat 3 was its ability to utilize the backgrounds. the story had a lot

of background characters, and they were all mixed in with the fighters. the characters and the
backgrounds all appeared to have a life of their own, and all of them contributed to the story. the

greatest feature of mortal kombat 4 is that this greatness was still intact. it all just felt right. mortal
kombat was a very new, revolutionary fighting game when it debuted in 1992. it didn't have

traditional modes and only had two characters. in many respects, it was a fighting game that was
ahead of its time. it was also a lot of fun. mortal kombat 3 took everything that was good about the

original and added a bunch of new features that made it feel more like a real fighting game. the
amount of content in the game was huge as well. the fatalities were memorable, the characters had

personality, and the stages were vast. it was quite a game. if you're looking for the best mortal
kombat, this is it. the mortal kombat series has been going strong since the first game debuted in
1992. mortal kombat ii was the first mortal kombat game to truly distinguish itself from the mortal

kombat franchise that was already established. the new features set in motion a long line of
successful mortal kombat games, even making the series one of the most popular in the fighting

game genre. while many other fighters have come and gone, mortal kombat keeps on going strong,
thanks to the fantastic storylines and the world-class fighting mechanics that keep you coming back

for more. if you're looking for a good franchise to add to your library of fighting games, mortal
kombat is the one to pick. 5ec8ef588b
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